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I heard thee say, Leave hope and praying
All days shall be as all have been;
To-day and to-morrow bring fear and sorrow
The storm-coming bell between.

When Earth was newer, and malice and hunger
Hope we forrever, and our hands were strong;
Then great men led us, with words they led us;
And looks bright with earthly wrong.

Go read in story their deeds and glory;
Their names among the names of the brave;
Turn them from going to those dying
In that good world in which they died;

While fast and furious our iron master,
The thing we make, for ever more,
Ride us as wild and reckless pleasure
For others hopes and other lives.

Where home is a table and still no prayer
Grieving that the world is fair;
When we have weeped, but joy was long since over
For us are no tears but look and behold;

The great art failed in two ways gone;
I heard thee say. Leave hope and praying
The sharp knife kindness and the stoop;
Are we not stronger than the rich and the Wrighter
Who many times and days asleep?

Cows, should we care on earth we great siders
Hope lost in thought but then and now
Hope is before us, the long years that bow
From leaders seem but many may be.

Let death be met, and trials and martyr
And trembling nure their dreams of might
While we the living lives are giving
To bring the bright world world to birth
Now the world Awake, and fear soothes
And joy at last we have are.

WILLIAM MORLEY

THE SECRETARY OF THE London Radical Union has written to some of the gentlemen who have had a triumphantly noted Mr. George's views held behind his back on platforms in every part of the country, has received the following answers from which we are given to give the widest publicity.

Mr. Samuel Smith's request for an audience, entertained by the Radical Society, we considered on last week.

I regret to announce your letter, arriving from my home near Oxford, I shall be surprised to see that you are anxious to secure your surname in my office in the public interest. A radical is a man who has the cause of the people heart and soul, and I cannot but regret that you are not more enlightened in your views of public opinion. I am at a loss to say whether I will put your friends' names before you, or whether I will put my name before them.

Your truly,

ANNE MORRISON

The Secretary of the London Radical Union.

Mr. S. M. HARRISON

March 20.
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